OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Rally Novice Class B.

JUDGE: Mrs. Suzanne D. Hemminger

85.0  6  ROCKET'S KINDRED SPIRIT CGC.  WS 40712003. 04-16-12

100.0/2  7  SUNCHASE'S SIMPLY LIGHTNING STRIKES TWICE UD AX AXJ.  WS 28777107. 12-03-08
By Ch KG Halcyon Fire King - Simply Eclipsed RN. Boxers.
Owner: Tracy L Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette, Broken Arrow, OK 740129426. Breeder: Rhoda Brouillette.

100.0/3  8  SUNCHASE'S SIMPLY CAN CAN CAN CAN UD NF OA OAJ.  WS 28777101. 12-03-08
By Ch KG Halcyon Fire King - Simply Eclipsed RN. Boxers.
Owner: Tracy L Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette, Broken Arrow, OK 740129426. Breeder: Rhoda Brouillette.

100.0/1  9  BOXNEN'S JET VON WALDSTADT BN AXP OJP.  WS 38247401. 07-22-11

98.0/4  10  SKYLINE PT CRUISER @ BRENTWOOD.  WS 07728602. 12-18-03
By Ch Scarborough Hotel California - Ariba's Timeless Treasure. Boxers.

A  12  SHAEWARD'S CLASSIC ROGUE AT WILKY.  WS 33032502. 12-28-09
By Anos Broncin Jon E Come Lately - Shaeward Arrives By Windstorm. Boxers.
Owner: Loretta L & Todd Wilkerson, Bloomington, IN 474089379. Breeder: Alisha Mobley.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Rally Advanced Class A.

JUDGE: Mrs. Dianne L. Allen

80.0/1  16  CH RNB N VALLEY HONOR VIMY RIDGE OA NAJ CGC.  WS 25350301. 11-15-07
By Wiggin's Dreamin High - Bayridge's High Society. Boxers.
Owner: Rosemarie Right, Royersford, PA 19468. Breeder: Rebecca Boyle & Deborah Schenher.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Rally Advanced Class B.

JUDGE: Mrs. Dianne L. Allen

96.0/2  17  HABERL'S LOVE OVER GOLD BN RN CA.  WS 31868202. 09-19-09
By Ch Guapo Soto - Ch Haberl's Forever Young CD RE. Boxers.

96.0/1  18  MACH ANJA VON WALDSTADT CDX RE OF.  WS 20480303. 01-04-07
By Arames Vom Messingsberg - Josephine Von Bachbett VCD2 UD RE MX MXJ. Boxers.
Owner: Renee Fulcer, Rockford, IL 61101. Breeder: Renee Fulcer.

76.0/4  19  MIRO-TEALCRESTS WHATS UR NAME CD RN CA.  WS 17949708. 05-21-06
By Ch Jubar's Dr Feelgood Of Sandy Hill - Ch Miro's TN Homesick Blues. Boxers.

JUDG 20 HALL’S ANGEL OF MINE BN RN, PAL256182. 01-03-10 Boxers.

87.0/3 21 TEALCREST’S HELLFIGHTER BN RN CAX, WS 32322504. 10-27-09
By Ch TealCrest’s Luck Of The Irish CD RA OA OAJ CA - Miro-TealCrests Whats Ur Name CD RN CA. Boxers.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Rally Excellent Class A.
JUDGE: Mrs. Dianne L. Allen

84.0/1 22 ELIAS’ FOXY VIXEN RA OA AXJ NJP OF NFP, WS 33267409. 03-11-10
Owner: Anita Elias, Cave Creek, AZ 85331. Breeder: Candy Sommer.

JUDG 23 PRIZMS TAZMANIAN DEVILFIRE RA AX MXJ XF, WS 25804205. 03-12-08
By GCH Amity Halls All About Me RN - Prizms Stolen Jewel. Boxers.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Rally Excellent Class B.
JUDGE: Mrs. Dianne L. Allen

95.0/1 18 MACH ANJA VON WALDSTADT CDX RE OF, WS 20480303. 01-04-07
By Arames Vom Messingsberg - Josephine Von Bachbett VCD2 UD RE MX MXJ. Boxers.
Owner: Renee Fulcer, Rockford, IL 61101. Breeder: Renee Fulcer.

77.0/4 24 VALENTE’S SHOT IN THE DARK CD CGC BN RA CA, WS 34076405. 04-27-10
By Ch Haberl’s Heart Acre Bluesman CD BN RE - Savage’s Frolicsome Angel. Boxers.
Owner: Michele Valente, Oviedo, FL 32765. Breeder: Stacey Savage.

86.0/2 25 STALEY’S BRIAN BOSWORTH, PAL203128. 01-27-08 Boxers.
Owner: Charles & Brenda Staley, Monrovia, IN 46157. Breeder: .

83.0/3 26 SUNCHASE’S SIMPLY SPECIAL NEVA, WS 28777103. 12-03-08
By Ch KG Halcyon Fire King - Sunchase Simply Eclipsed. Boxers.
Owner: Brenda Staley, Monrovia, IN 46157. Breeder: Rhoda Goselin.